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Remove the spears replace his blood loss with a transfusion, give the bull back his pride. Las
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Article Body:
Spain’s notorious Bullfight is one of the most famous customs upheld by the Spanish. It draws

I hasten to add that this kind of entertainment is not for me, but for many thousands that tra

Stuffed like sardines into a jam packed arena, avid enthusiasts who in support of this sport c
Confused and not sure as to why he was the center of attention, the bull decides to take advan

Looking more like a riot at football match the cramped stadium and all the commotion makes the
Why he was summoned here today he did not know - but he was soon to find out.

What on earth is the Bull thinking?
Sheer jubilation among the crowds as the adrenalin began to pump for all who had gathered to t

Picadores armed with lances announce there presence into the arena on horseback to a stadium o
These men (Picadores) Their job is to tantalise and maim the bull before slaughter. This is do
Pierced in-between the shoulder blades of a very frightened

Bull.

What on earth is that Bull thinking now?

This is just the beginning of the end. Stunned dazed and hurting, the bull now with so many bo

The efforts of the Picadores were never enough at a bullfight, you have the Banderilleros whos
How do you distract a dying bull with so much blood loss? not a hard job, the bull’s options f
Stabbed and drained of his almighy strength and unable to raise his head due his injuries. Mak

In all his finery the murderer oops sorry Matador enters the arena. Black beret, jewelled bole
Spurred on by the cheering crowds to cast the fatal blow, the Matador provokes his dying oppon
Remove the lances and spears
Replace the blood loss with a transfusion
Give the bull back his pride
Now throw the Matador back in in to the ring 100% hero of the day THE BULL
Want to know what the bull was thinking (What did I do to deserve this)

To think a couple of hours before the Bullfight this bull was chewing the cud in fields of gre
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